In this paper we characterize anisotropic potential spaces in terms of hypersingular integrals of mixed homogeneity with respect to a general dilation matrix.
Introduction.
The purpose of this paper is to give equivalent characterizations of the anisotropic Bessel potential spaces L\\, a > 0 and 1 < p < oo, in terms of hypersingular integrals. Anisotropic Bessel potential spaces have been earlier introduced by Lizorkin [4] and shown [5] to be equivalent with the HPspaces considered here in the case of diagonal dilation matrices; for special instances of these potential spaces see also Sadosky and Cotlar [8] and Torchinsky [14] . The investigation of hypersingular integrals in the case of the standard Bessel potentials (i.e., isotropic ones) has been carried out by Stein [10] and Wheeden [15] , in the case of anisotropic potential spaces with respect to a diagonal dilation matrix by Lizorkin [5] . For related work see [9, 3, 7, 1] . Our methods of proof essentially consist in using Fourier multiplier techniques.
To fix ideas let us give some notation.
R" denotes the n-dimensional Euclidean space with elements x, £,... and scalar product a; ■ £ = x£ = Y^j = ixj£]'^o = ^-"\{0}-Let P be a real n x n matrix whose eigenvalues \3 have positive real parts; set Qm = minJ = i."ReAj, ocm = maxj=i."Re A; and as a trace of P set v = tr(P). As in Stein and Wainger [12] associate to P the dilation matrix At = tp and a distance function r, defined by
where B is real, positive definite, symmetric and defined by (P' being the adjoint ofP)
/»OO £?=/ e-tP'e'tPdt.
Jo
Analogously, the adjoint distance function p is defined by
,B#= e-tpe-tp'dt.
Then it is shown in [12] that r,p £ C(Rn) are infinitely differentiate for x ^ 0. Further, these distance functions satisfy r(Atx) = tr(x), p(A't0 = tp(£) and for any e > 0 (see e.g. [12] ) one has {|_|l/(Qm-e) l-l _, (V, ¡*|i/(«mW ¡*¡_>£'
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(Here and in the following, C will denote constants, in general different from line to line, but always independent of / and x.) On S(Rn), the space of rapidly decreasing C°°-functions, the Fourier transform 7 is defined by THEOREM l. Let 1 < p < ce, a > 0, and k be an even integer greater than a/am.
The following norms are equivalent on Z\\ :
(0 ll/IU,
The equivalence of (i) and (ii) in the case of a diagonal dilation matrix At is already shown in Lizorkin [5] , but the methods of proof there do not work in the general case. Apart from this, a careful reading of the proof presented here shows that the special distance function r may be replaced by a continuous, positive definite function d satisfying
Moreover, we may replace r(h)~a~u by Q(h)r(h)~a~l/, where fi is At-homogeneous of degree 0 and belongs to CZ/(R0l). Concerning the forward differences A/,/(x) = f(x + h)-f(x) and Ánf = Áh(Á{;_1/), Lizorkin [5] showed that &hf = \A2h/2f + \Ahf-Since r is an even function this implies, for k > a/am,
Thus, our results also apply for the forward differences. There is an analogous partial result in [5] stating that /r(h)~"~a sin* £hdh is infinitely differentiable except at the origin. But the method of proof given in §3 differs from that in [5] . Lemma 3 is a variant of the well-known Bernstein theorem and in some sense an extension insofar as it states that the maximal function generated via convolution with (7~lm)t is a bounded operator on Lp, 1 < q < p < oo. The same method of proof given in §3 also yields the following variant.
LEMMA 3'. Let m£ L^JRg), 1 < q < 2, At =diag(íQl,...,í°'") and Another variant of Lemma 3' with a particularly simple proof will follow in (2.14). 
If we can show that 
